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Key Points:8

• Novel statistical model of thunder with tortuous channel and radiation-hydrodynamics9

simulated source.10

• Good agreement found between modeled and measured acoustic energy over a dis-11

tance range.12

• Measurement of acoustic energy paves the way to estimate lightning deposited en-13

ergy.14

Plain language summary15

Thunder is the remote acoustic signature of lightning. It covers a wide range of fre-16

quencies, from infrasound below 20 Hz to higher audible sounds. To what extent the record-17

ing of thunder can provide useful information about lightning ? As an attempt to an-18

swer this question, a new thunder model is proposed and compared with measurements19

made in Southern France in Fall 2012. The model relies on three key ingredients. The20

first one is the geometry of the lightning channel from cloud to ground, modeled as a ran-21

dom process whose parameters are chosen to fit well-known optical observations. The22

second component is the acoustical pressure wave near the discharge that originates from23

the hot air expanding from the lightning discharge, obtained from radiation-hydrodynamic24

simulations. The third aspect is propagation, assuming simply a homogeneous but sound25

absorbing atmosphere. Acoustic model predictions are compared at different distances26

with measured data with good agreements. Comparison shows, for the first time to our27

knowledge, that the easily measured overall acoustic energy at one distant microphone,28

can inform us about the order of magnitude of deposited energy within the lightning chan-29

nel.30
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Abstract31

This letter proposes a new statistical model of thunder. The tortuous geometry of the32

emitting return stroke is randomly generated to fit observations of negative cloud-to-ground33

discharges. Pressure waves are initialized by radiation-hydrodynamics simulations and34

linearly propagated into an isothermal atmosphere incorporating standardized sound ab-35

sorption. The thunder pressure frequency signal is defined as the product of the input36

pressure governed by a deposited energy with the stochastic frequency response of the37

elongated discharge. We find the low frequency content of thunder is mostly due to stroke38

elongation originating from tortuosity. Acoustic energy per stroke length and spectrum39

slope are statistically compared to measurements, with good agreement found. We show40

both a near- and a farfield regime of the acoustical energy over distance described by two41

different power laws. The correlation found between the lightning energy and the acous-42

tic energy paves the way for using thunder measurement to estimate deposited energy.43

1 Introduction44

The most advanced theory of thunder is the string-of-pearl model derived by Few45

(1969, 1995) describing the audible content of thunder. This model is based on the clas-46

sical self-similar shock wave theory of Lin (1954) (see also Taylor (1950)), which was nu-47

merically extended by Brode (1955), and leads to a Kinney-type shock wave (Kinney,48

Graham, and Raspet (1986)) emitted by the return stroke. Few also introduced the chan-49

nel tortuosity in his model. However tortuosity effects were finally neglected as stated50

in Ribner and Roy (1982) who particularly investigated effects of tortuosity on thunder.51

Using common lightning parameters (temperature, deposited energy, ...) in his simula-52

tions, Few found that the power spectrum of thunder must be sharply centered around53

50−200 Hz, which cannot explain the low frequencies observed by Holmes, Brook, Kre-54

hbiel, and McCrory (1971). Thunder infrasound is supposed to be produced by electro-55

static release in the cloud during the discharge (Dessler (1973); Pasko (2009); Wilson (1921)).56

However, thanks to 3D acoustical reconstructions performed by Gallin et al. (2016); Lacroix,57

Farges, Marchiano, and Coulouvrat (2018) achieved to acoustically separate the contri-58

bution of the different parts of a discharge. They showed that most of acoustic energy,59

including infrasound, is produced by the return stroke. Moreover they presented several60

thunder spectra. None of them had a peak around a central frequency. They rather showed61

a roughly flat response below 100 Hz. In order to reconcile these observations with Few’s62

model over the whole frequency range, we propose an enhanced model of thunder. This63

novel model is constituted of three ingredients (i) a radiation-hydrodynamics source model,64

(ii) a realistic return stroke tortuosity, (iii) a propagation model including atmospheric65

absorption (Bass, 1980). The results of the model will be statistically compared with ac-66

tual thunder measurements performed during the HyMeX SOP1 campaign (Defer et al.67

(2015); Gallin et al. (2016); Lacroix et al. (2018)).68

2 Statistical model69

2.1 Temporal waveform source model70

The lightning return stroke source model originates from radiation-hydrodynamics71

simulations in one-dimensional cylindrical geometry (see Ripoll, Zinn, Colestock, and Jef-72

fery (2014); Ripoll, Zinn, Jeffery, and Colestock (2014) for details). The hydrodynam-73

ics solver is based on the Von Neumann-Richtmyer shock capturing scheme, that is a La-74

grangian coordinate finite difference scheme (Richtmyer and Morton (1967)) used to solve75

Euler equations and made to capture and follow the shock dynamics. The scheme is fully76

described in Zinn (1973). The approach is similar to the lightning and long spark mod-77

els described in the pioneering work of Plooster (1970, 1971a, 1971b) and Paxton, Gard-78

ner, and Baker (1986). The equation of state of air is tabulated from Hilsenrath, Green,79

and Beckett (1957); Hilsenrath and Klien (1963). The multifrequency radiation trans-80
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port is solved exactly using the discrete-ordinates method Carlson and Lapthrop (1965);81

Modest (2002). Chemistry and electrodynamics effects described in Ripoll, Zinn, Cole-82

stock, and Jeffery (2014), are absent from these simulations. They are simply initiated83

with a specified input energy per unit length E0, at t = 0 within a specified channel84

radius, R0, located at an altitude H0 as done in Ripoll, Zinn, Colestock, and Jeffery (2014)85

(see their Table 1). Three cases of, respectively, (E0 = 4 J/cm, R0 = 1.5 mm), (E0 =86

28 J/cm, R0 = 1.5 mm), (E0 = 60 J/cm, R0 = 1 cm) at H0 = 8 km (i.e. with an87

ambient density of ρ0 = 5.41×104 g/cm3) have been chosen to cover the energy spec-88

trum of common return strokes (Borovsky (1998); Cooray (2003)). We use 360 nodes in89

the radial direction so that the smallest cell can reach 10−2 cm in the shock layer thanks90

to the Lagrangian method.91

Figure 1A displays the evolution of the pressure represented versus distance at dif-92

ferent times for the case 60 J/cm. The initial hot air channel generates a shock and ex-93

pands. Zoom on Figure 1A shows that the shock is well captured during the whole sim-94

ulation ending at 30 ms. The shock is located at the peak pressure and a rarefaction zone95

occurs behind it. Rarefaction waves of small amplitude moves backward in the direction96

of the origin, reflects there, moves then outward, faster that the main shock until they97

reach it (Brode (1955); McFadden (1952); Plooster (1970)). The maximal temperature98

is here T0 ≈ 10, 000 K at t = 0 (Figure 1B), a moderate value due to the initial ra-99

dius (R0 = 1 cm). Radiation escapes immediately and continuously the hot region dur-100

ing the channel expansion since the temperature is always lower than ≈ 15, 000 K (Ripoll,101

Zinn, Jeffery, and Colestock (2014)). Radiation cooling and some absorption ahead the102

shock contributes to create a complex profile of the hot front. At large times (t = 1, 10 ms),103

the shock becomes also visible through a temperature peak of a few Kelvin (Figure 1B’)104

that progressively separates from the main hot cooling plasma channel located behind105

the shock and which has stopped expanding. At 10 ms this wave has clearly separated106

and appears as an acoustical oscillation around the ambient state for both temperature107

and pressure. Cooling in the hot now static region (R < 7 cm) should be faster due to108

turbulent convection from the surrounding cool air that penetrates the hot channel but109

is not accounted for in the model. This is assumed not to affect our study that focuses110

on the dynamic signature of the acoustical shock overpressure.111

Figure 1C shows the normalized overpressure defined as (P (r, t) − P0)/
√
r/rref112

(with P0 the ambient pressure and rref such that the maximum value is 1) evolution at113

different distances ([5 − 600] cm) during 28 ms every 2 µs. For each location, one ob-114

serves (1) a pressure increase as the peak approaches, then (2) the peak, and (3) the de-115

pressurization of the rarefaction wave behind it giving a negative value. At the earliest116

time, close to the source (R < 40 cm, zoom 1C’), the peak phase (1) has a ten times117

greater amplitude than the depressurization phase (3) and the temporal waveform is very118

close to a Kinney wave (as theoretically expected by Few (1969) and measured by Kar-119

zova et al. (2015)). However during its propagation, the waveform significantly changes.120

The shock, initially in compression, gradually becomes a relaxation one and the posi-121

tive phase (1) decreases whereas the negative one (3) increases. Finally, when the shock122

has fully separated from the hot channel (i.e. R ≥ 200 cm), both phases (1) and (3)123

balance each other to give an almost anti-symmetric pressure profile. For these reasons124

we consider the wave as having reached the acoustic regime at this distance. The pres-125

sure wave profile at 200 cm of the channel is now chosen as the source term of this thun-126

der model. Figure 1D illustrates the pressure profiles for the 3 deposited energies, show-127

ing that once the acoustic regime is reached, the deposited energy only changes the am-128

plitude of the temporal waveform. Note that the N-wave model and Kinney wave model,129

both simpler alternative source models, do not have the symmetric shape of the present130

source model (once the acoustical regime has been reached), itself retained since recorded131

pressure signals are indeed found to be symmetric at far distance from the source (Lacroix,132

PhD). Figure 1E shows the spectra of the three cases, as in Few (1969), a peak frequency133
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at 150 Hz is observed. A sharp decay above the peak and a long tail down to the infra-134

sonic range are visible.135

2.2 Random generation of realistic return strokes136

Following Ribner and Roy (1982), we developed a 3D lightning geometry gener-137

ator based on the stereophotographic observations of natural lightning strokes by Hill138

(1968) for negative Cloud-to-Ground discharges (-CG) that represent about 90% of the139

total number of CGs. The lightening stroke is divided into steps of length hi (here hi140

is assumed to be constant equal to 8 m in agreement with LeVine and Gilson (1984) and141

Glassner (2000)). The deflection angle between two different steps follows a Gaussian142

distribution with a mean absolute value of 16.3◦. Note that this angle does not seem to143

depend on the step length. Starting from an initial point (x0, y0, z0), the extremities of144

the steps (xi, yi, zi) are computed successively:145

 xi+1 = xi + hi (cos θ′i sin Θi cos Ψi + sin θ′i cosϕ′i cos Θi cos Ψi − sin θ′i sinϕ′i sin Ψi)
yi+1 = yi + hi (cos θ′i sin Θi sin Ψi + sin θ′i cosϕ′i cos Θi sin Ψi + sin θ′i sinϕ′i cos Ψi)
zi+1 = zi + hi (sin θ′i cosϕ′i sin Θi − cos θ′i cos Θi) .

(1)

The spherical angles Θi (relative to the vertical direction z) and Ψi (in the hor-146

izontal plane (x, y)) denote the orientation of the ith step. Angles θ′i and ϕ′i measure the147

deflection of the new step i+1 relative to the previous one i. The θ′i angle determines148

the aperture of the cone of height hi swept by the i+1 extremity. The ϕ′i angle gives149

the position of this extremity around the base of the latter cone. These two angles are150

randomly calculated thanks to the two following probability density functions (pdf):151

p(θ′i) = a exp

(
−
(
θ′ + Θi/Nθ

)2
∆θ2

)
, (2)

q(ϕ′i) =
a

2
exp

(
−
(
ϕ′ −Ψi/Nϕ

)2
∆ϕ2

)
+
a

2
exp

(
−
(
ϕ′ + Ψi/Nϕ

)2
∆ϕ2

)
. (3)

Here a is a normalization term, Θi is the average of the angles θ′i on the kθ pre-152

vious segments, kθ is the so-called memory term (see Ribner and Roy (1982) equation153

(10)). Nθ is a bias term and ∆θ is the standard deviation chosen to recover Hill’s sta-154

tistical observations. Ribner and Roy (1982) proposed a uniform pdf between 0 and 2π155

for the angle ϕ′i. Here we instead propose equation (3). It corresponds to a double Gaus-156

sian function reflecting the fact that the ϕi angle has the same occurrence probability157

as its opposite. The chosen form for q(ϕ′i) is, similarly to p(θ′i), biased thanks to the pa-158

rameter Nϕ and centered around a memory term, Ψi, which is the average of the kϕ pre-159

vious Ψ angles. Compared with the Ribner and Roy (1982) model, this additional pdf160

induces a smoother shape of the lightning through memory effects on both angles.161

In order to validate the process, 10,000 strokes have been generated with param-162

eters (x0 = 0 m; y0 = 0 m; z0 = 5000 m; ∆θ = 27.08◦, Nθ = 20, kθ = 4, ∆ϕ = 45.0◦,163

Nϕ = 20 and kϕ = 100). The altitude of 5000 m is the typical initiation height for164

negative CG, inside the cloud lower layer of negative electric charges (Rakov (2013)). Fig-165

ure 2A shows three examples of randomly generated lightning strokes. Their aspect is166

quite realistic, with fine geometrical structures including multiple changes of direction.167

Figure 2B plots the mean absolute value of the deflection angles between two successive168

steps along each simulated stroke in the two vertical planes (x, z) and (y, z). As expected169

similar Gaussian distributions are recovered. The mean value of 16.3◦ of Hill (1968) statis-170
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tics is obtained by adjusting the value of ∆θ. Figure 2C shows the statistical distribu-171

tion of the total length of the 10,000 generated tortuous strokes. The distribution ap-172

pears to be Poisson-like with a peak value of about 8 km in agreement with literature173

data (see Rakov (2013)).174

2.3 Propagation175

Each step of the tortuous stroke is sampled with 80 equispaced point sources (so176

as to capture frequencies up to 6000 Hz). Each source emits the same signal (see sub-177

section 2.1) at the same time. The formation time of the lightning (typically 0.1 ms) is178

much shorter than the acoustic wave propagation time (typically 3 s at 1 km). More-179

over, the temperature along the channel does not vary significantly due to the weak ef-180

fect of the change of the ambient density with elevation (Ripoll, Zinn, Jeffery, and Cole-181

stock (2014)). Assuming a linear propagation, the signal received at a distance d from182

a point source emitting a signal s(t) is simply: p(t) = G(d, t) ∗ s(t) where ∗ denotes183

the convolution product and G(d, t) the Green function between the source and the ob-184

server. So, the signal received by an observer from the whole lightning is the sum of all185

individual contributions:186

Ptot(t) =

N∑
n=1

Gn(dn, t) ∗ s(t) = Gtot(t) ∗ s(t), (4)

where dn is the distance between the nth source and the observer. The sum of all187

Green functions, Gtot, is the impulse response of the overall lightning stroke. We assume188

a straight line propagation in a homogeneous medium at constant sound speed c0 = 340 m/s189

supported by Gallin et al. (2016) and Lacroix et al. (2018) who presented 3D acoustic190

reconstructions of lightning discharges that compare favorably with very high frequency191

electromagnetic reconstructions. Moreover, the AROME-WMED meteorology model,192

which was available during the HyMeX SOP1 campaign, provided outputs with a hor-193

izontal scale of 1 km and a time scale of 1 hour (Defer et al. (2015)). This is far too in-194

sufficient to match the source scale of 8 m used here. By using the free field Green func-195

tion, equation (4) becomes in the frequency domain:196

P̃tot(f) = G̃tot(f)× s̃(f) with G̃tot(f) =

N∑
n=1

e−jk0dn

4πdn
, (5)

with k0 = 2πf/c0 the wave number and G̃tot(f) the frequency response of the stroke.197

This formulation enables us to separate the contribution of the temporal shape of the198

source (subsection 2.1) from the influence of both geometry and the propagation. How-199

ever, Bass (1980) has shown that atmospheric absorption should be taken into account200

to properly model thunder. We use the ISO-9631 standard and modify the wave num-201

ber expression by: kabs(f) = k0 [1 + ν(f)− jα(f)], where ν(f) measures the wave dis-202

persion and α(f) its attenuation. These two effects are linked to Nitrogen and Oxygen203

molecular relaxation. The value of these functions is standardized according to pressure,204

temperature and relative humidity. More details are available in ISO-9613-1 (1993). Then,205

operator G̃tot becomes:206

G̃tot(f) =

N∑
n=1

e−2πfτnα(f)

4πdn
e−2jπτnf [1+ν(f)], (6)

where τn = dn/c0 is the time of flight between the nth source and the observer.207

To compare with Few’s model (equation (11)), we calculate the mean square of the re-208

ceived spectrum:209
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∣∣∣P̃tot(f)
∣∣∣2 =

|s̃(f)|2

16π2

 N∑
n=1

e−4πfα(f)τn

d2n
+

N∑
n,m=1
n 6=m

e−2πfα(f)(τn+τm)

dndm
cos (2πf [τn − τm] [1 + ν(f)])


(7)

For an observer over a rigid ground, this result has to be quadrupled. The first dif-210

ference with Few’s model is the additional terms due to absorption (α(f)) and disper-211

sion (ν(f)). The first sum can be understood as a purely geometrical term remaining212

even if all the waves arrive without any phase difference. The second sum takes into ac-213

count all phase shifts due to the travel time differences between the sources and the ob-214

server. Equation (11) of Few (1969) includes a similar term (without absorption) but over-215

looked it in practice. This may be true at high frequencies because of destructive inter-216

ferences, but not at low frequencies. This term is therefore fully taken into account.217

2.4 Model analysis218

Figure 3 shows the resulting frequency responses
∣∣∣G̃tot(f)

∣∣∣ (left column) and the219

signal spectra
∣∣∣P̃tot(f)

∣∣∣ (right column) simulated at four distances from the impact point220

for the three randomly generated geometries of Figure 2A and for a deposited energy E0 =221

60 J/cm calculated at 200 cm. Each case is compared with a 5 km height straight ver-222

tical stroke (plotted in dashed lines), for which the frequency response is a Hankel func-223

tion of the first kind, H1
0 (kabsr), the analytical solution for a cylindrical wave. This one224

is normalized to each random simulation using
∣∣∣G̃tot(f = 300 Hz)

∣∣∣ at 12, 800 m.225

Looking at the frequency responses, we first observe that they all globally follow226

the decreasing behavior expected from the vertical stroke. This proves the extended ge-227

ometry favors infrasound emergence, whatever the return stroke tortuosity is. This cor-228

roborates field observations of Lacroix et al. (2018) showing an important low frequency229

content of return strokes. Also observed is the increase with distance of the negative slopes230

of all frequency responses, whatever the geometry is. This evolution is clearly due to at-231

mospheric absorption. Neglecting absorption would lead to an artificially flat frequency232

response (Bass (1980)). Beyond these common trends, significant variability from stroke233

to stroke are visible at short distances. This is explained by the channel individual tor-234

tuosity inducing random constructive or destructive interferences, and leads to quite dif-235

ferent individual fluctuations in the extreme near field (100 m). For instance, strokes 1236

and 3 show frequency response mean levels centered around the case of a straight ver-237

tical channel. However they exhibit two different kinds of modulation: a slow modula-238

tion (≈ 100 Hz width) for stroke 1, and a more rapid one (≈ 10 Hz width) for stroke239

3. On the contrary, stroke 2 shows less fluctuations around a mean value that is one or-240

der of magnitude lower than the straight lightning. This may correspond to a case where241

destructive interferences are dominant. At 1, 600 m, the large modulations of stroke 1242

have almost disappeared, while those of stroke 3 are reduced in amplitude and stroke 2243

now approaches the mean straight lightning case. Thus we can observe a near- to far-244

field transition for which the nearfield variability (and the significant deviations from the245

ideal straight lightning) due to channel random tortuosity progressively dampens with246

distance. The positioning of this transition will be quantified more precisely in the fol-247

lowing section.248

Resulting spectra are the product of the stochastic frequency response with the de-249

terministic source spectrum. As the source presents an emission peak around 150 Hz,250

and as the frequency response tends to favor low frequencies below 50 Hz, the combi-251

nation of both antagonistic effects leads to a relatively flat spectrum in the nearfield, be-252

tween roughly 1 and 200 Hz. Beyond 200 Hz the slope is decreasing with frequency as253

a signature of the source. All nearfield fluctuations of the frequency responses are con-254
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veyed in the spectra. In the farfield, fluctuations dampen in amplitude and the influence255

of tortuosity fades away while absorption becomes determinant. These characteristics256

are globally in good agreement with observations of Lacroix et al. (2018) (Figure 10).257

For instance, at short distances, relatively flat spectra are observed, with significant fluc-258

tuations in some cases (see for instance event 2 (at 380 m) in Figure 8C in Lacroix et259

al. (2018)). In the farfield, lower variability is observed as well as an increasing negative260

spectrum slope with distance. This good qualitative agreement gives us confidence in261

this new thunder model.262

3 Statistical comparison with thunder measurements263

A database of 36 measured return strokes during three different storms (Lacroix264

et al. (2018)) is compared with 72 generated strokes at 9 different distances (from 100265

to 25, 600 m). These 72 events are selected among the 10, 000 cases to get an isotropic266

distribution of the impact point relatively to a fixed emission point. Figure 4A shows267

the acoustical energy per stroke length El = Eac/L as function of the impact point dis-268

tance r, where Eac is the acoustic energy received at measurement points over the sig-269

nal duration (as defined in equation (3) of Lacroix et al. (2018)), and L is the stroke chan-270

nel length (see figure 2C). For measured data, L is estimated from acoustical reconstruc-271

tion. Both simulated and reconstructed strokes have a mean length value of about 8 km.272

At each distance, we represent the mean value of the 72 numerically computed El en-273

ergies, with their standard deviations. Changing E0 modifies only the wave amplitude274

in the acoustical regime, not its spectral content (see section 2.1). We also plot a power275

law fit of the 28 J/cm case. Between 100 and 3, 600 m the power follows the r−1 cylin-276

drical wave decay and the r−2 spherical wave decay beyond 3, 600 and 25, 600 m. This277

change of slope confirms statistically the existence of a near- and a farfield behavior al-278

ready discussed in section 2.4. This difference between near- and farfield is also clearly279

visible in the strong reduction of variability; from 2 orders of magnitude at 100 m to only280

a factor about 2 at 12, 800 m. As found in section 2.4, the tortuosity of the lightning stroke281

induces a strong variability but mostly below 1 km. Measurements of El obtained dur-282

ing the HyMeX SOP1 campaign (Defer et al. (2015); Gallin et al. (2016); Lacroix et al.283

(2018)) are also represented. We also indicate the ambient noise level one hour before284

the most intense thunderstorm (October 26th). Note that compared with Lacroix et al.285

(2018) a low pass filter above 0.5 Hz is added to remove the significant swell contribu-286

tion. The most striking feature of this comparison is the good agreement between nu-287

merical and experimental acoustic energy values, especially between 1, 000 and 10, 000 m.288

All experimental data of -CG fit the deposited energy range [4−60] J/cm. The amount289

of deposited energy within a stroke is still subject to debate, either in the range [0−1, 000] J/cm290

according to Cooray (2003) or in the range [0−100] J/cm according to Borovsky (1998).291

Our results are in better agreement with this last reduced range. To our knowledge this292

is the first time that deposited energy is estimated thanks to a distant acoustical mea-293

surement. In the nearfield (< 1 km) and although the two experimental points agree294

with the model, more data within that range would be necessary. For distant observers295

(> 10 km), the four -CG points are within the noise level. Concerning the 10 +CG mea-296

surements, our tortuosity model is not adapted for them, but distant observations (>297

5 km) probably minimize tortuosity influence. Six of them are within our E0 energy range,298

two are above (E0 is generally expected to be higher for +CG than for -CG (Rakov (2013))),299

and two are below the noise level. There seems to be more variability of +CG energies300

than for -CG, but this would need to be confirmed with more data. Finally, note that301

Lacroix et al. (2018) had a global ”intermediate” experimental power fit with distance302

as r−1.5. One of their hypothesis for this behavior was the role of non-linearity during303

propagation. Here it clearly results from the linear near- to farfield transition due to the304

stroke geometry.305
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Figure 4B displays the evolution of the spectra slope for both experimental and nu-306

merical (independent of E0) data. The experimental decreasing behavior with distance307

is numerically recovered. Moreover some positive slopes are observed with similar pro-308

portions only in the nearfield: 5 of 36 experimental cases (about 13%), and 50 of 648 nu-309

merical cases (about 8%). A linear regression of the mean numerical data matches well310

the measurements (Lacroix et al. (2018)). Our model simulates therefore the right or-311

der of magnitude of the spectrum slope and its evolution with distance. However it un-312

derestimates its variability. Meteorological spatial and temporal inhomogeneities (mostly313

wind and temperature gradients) could be a possible explanation of this underestima-314

tion.315

4 Conclusion316

This letter presents a new thunder model based on three distinct components: (i)317

a radiation-hydrodynamics source model, (ii) a random lightning geometry generator adapted318

to -CG, (iii) a propagation model including absorption. Model shows tortuosity is at the319

origin of a nearfield regime (< 3, 600 m) in which acoustic energy variability is very high,320

up to two orders of magnitude. On the contrary, in the farfield, variability fades away321

due to absorption. The mean behavior of a tortuous lightning stroke is the one of a rec-322

tilinear stroke. Consequently, the important low frequency content of thunder is mostly323

due to stroke elongation. Acoustic energy per stroke length, El, and spectrum slope were324

statistically compared with measurements. The good agreement for both quantities proves325

all three model ingredients are required to correctly model thunder. More specifically326

near- and farfield behaviors were recovered for the El evolution over distance with two327

different power laws (cylindrical versus spherical divergence). Finally an important re-328

sult is the correlation between the deposited energy at the source and the received acous-329

tic energy per stroke length. The explored range [4−60] J/cm for deposited energy, in330

compliance with Borovsky (1998), predicts measured acoustic thunder energies in close331

agreement with measurements. Such a correlation is here obtained for the first time to332

our knowledge. This result opens new insight about a potential link between acoustic333

and electric lightning quantities.334
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Figure 1. Evolution of the air (A) pressure and (B) temperature versus radius at six different

times (from t = 10−7 to 10−2 s) for E0 = 60 J/cm. Zoom of the (A’) pressure and (B’) temper-

ature at t = 1 and 10 ms. (C) Normalized pressure versus time at different distances (from 5 to

600 cm) with (C’) zoom of the first three waveforms (r = 5, 10, 20 cm). (D) Overpressure versus

time at 200 cm for three different deposited energies and (E) associated spectra with same color

code. –11–
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Figure 2. (A) 3 randomly generated return strokes referred as stroke 1 (blue), 2 (red) and

3 (orange). Histograms of (B) the mean absolute deflection angle and (C) the total length for

10, 000 randomly generated strokes.
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Figure 3. Left column: frequency response of the three lightning strokes (from top to bot-

tom) showed in figure 2A (solid lines) and a straight linear stroke (dashed lines) at four different

distances (yellow: 100 m, red: 1, 600 m, purple: 12, 800 m, blue: 25, 600 m). Right column:

associated spectra of the same 3 strokes with the same color code.
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Figure 4. Statistical comparison between numerical results (diamonds: mean value, verti-

cal step: standard deviation) and experimental data (triangles). (A) acoustic energy per stroke

length and (B) slope of spectra linear regression versus distance to impact point.
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